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Erelive Data Recovery for Android is an
Android Data Recovery software that allows
you to recover deleted photos, videos,
contacts, SMS messages, as well as call
history. Erelive Data Recovery for Android is
an innovative and easy-to-use smartphone
recovery tool that can recover all kinds of
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Android device data like media files, contact
information, address book, call history,
WhatsApp messages, etc. This Android
recovery software is especially meant for
Android users who are facing data loss issues
for various reasons like factory reset, ROM
flashing, water damage, rooting errors,
compromised data, dead/stolen devices, as
well as other issues. Disclaimer: This Erelive
Data Recovery for Android is only a freeware
and is offered to help users recover their data
from their Android mobile devices. And yes,
it can retrieve pictures, videos, contacts,
messages, call history, etc. Android users can
have an easier time dealing with data loss
problems and help their devices from various
issues, by using this Android Data Recovery
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software and its professional data recovery
processes. Please be aware that the image in
the screenshot above may be different than
what you will see when you run this Android
Data Recovery on your system. Please also
understand that this app is designed to work
on Android phones and tablets only. SMEo
Description eRecovery 2.0 for Windows
eRecovery is a full featured data recovery
application. eRecovery 2.0 for Windows is an
advanced data recovery tool. You can easily
recover data from various devices such as pen
drive, mobile, external hard drives, memory
card, as well as other drives. eRecovery is
made to recover deleted, formatted, crashed,
etc. Most popular file recovery software
downloads - Recover Data fast and easily with
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Mac. It’s full of powerful. Now recover files
from any deleted, formatted, lost or damaged
on Mac, that includes Mac File Recovery,
Mac Disk Recovery, Mac Folder Recovery,
Mac Data Recovery, Mac Photos Recovery,
Mac Movie Recovery, Mac Word Recovery,
Mac Address Recovery, Mac Audio
Recovery, Mac Book Recovery and much
more.. Most popular file recovery software
downloads - Recover Data fast and easily with
Mac. It’s full of powerful. Now recover files
from any deleted, formatted, lost or damaged
on Mac, that includes Mac File Recovery,
Mac Disk Recovery, Mac Folder Recovery,
Mac Data Recovery, Mac Photos Recovery,
Mac Movie Recovery, Mac Word Recovery,
Mac Address Recovery, Mac
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Erelive Data Recovery for Android is
powerful data recovery software, which can
retrieve lost data from Android phone/tablet
and helps you get it back. It supports Android
2.2 and above. What's New: In this new
version, the GUI and system settings have
been updated, so you can get help right away.
What's New in Erelive Data Recovery for
Android 4.6: Erelive Data Recovery for
Android 4.6 has updated the GUI and system
settings. In addition, the "Data Recovery" icon
is moved to the Settings option, so you can get
help right away. ■Key Features: 1.Recover
deleted Android data safely from Android
phone or tablet. 2.Support android 2.2 and
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above. 3.Support all Android devices for
tablet and phone. 4.Support almost all
Android Smartphones and Tablets. 5.Recover
all Android data, like contacts, messages, call
logs, photos, videos, music and system
settings. 6.Recover lost data when Android
smartphone hard disk is broken, dead, or
missing due to firmware update, ROM
flashing, root, water damage, etc. 7.Get all
lost Android data back quickly and easily, onestep by one-step. 8.Support password
protection of recovered data for further
security. 9.Convert file to image, extract
image from file, extract image from camera,
save image as file and more. 10.Support auto
update function to get the latest version
immediately after downloading. 11.Download
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with USB cable, no root device required.
12.Windows version: Important information:
Before installation, make sure you have a
Windows environment on your computer. It is
recommended that you make a backup of all
important files. If you have problems, you
may want to consider updating your Windows
operating system to the most recent version.
This will fix some of the problems. Erelive
Recovey Data Recovery for Android 4.6 key
features: In this new version, the GUI and
system settings have been updated, so you can
get help right away. What's New in Erelive
Data Recovery for Android 4.6: Erelive Data
Recovery for Android 4.6 has updated the
GUI and system settings. In addition, the
"Data Recovery" icon is moved to the Settings
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option, so you can get help right away. Erelive
Data Recovery 09e8f5149f
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Android Data Recovery and Back Up
program for Android Data Recovery on
Android tablet devices. It uses the powerful
technique of SuperScan and specializes in
recovering data for Android mobile devices.
The full text of this data recovery program is
to scan your android phone or tablet and
recover all of your lost android files and SMS
messages. By using the super scan of Erelive
Data Recovery, you can successfully recover
your android data files and get back your lost
android data. Erelive Data Recovery for
Android is a powerful Android data recovery
software which is capable of recovering any
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Android data from any Android device,
including Android mobile devices, tablets, ereaders, Android phones, Android handsets,
etc. It uses the powerful technique of
SuperScan to fully recover lost, deleted,
corrupted and formatted data from the
Android device, thereby makes it possible to
get back your lost data even you can not
access the data by the Android device. You
can run this full version Android data
recovery software on the Windows computers
or Mac computers. Now, the full version is
available and the trial version is available for
free, and you can try it out with 7 days trial
period. So, what are you waiting for? Start
using this Android data recovery software and
recover your lost data at once. Ratings Ratings
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from 2,459 users Google Play reviews now
use Google+ so it's easier to see opinions
from people you care about. New reviews will
be publicly linked to your Google+ profile.
Your name on previous reviews now appears
as "A Google User". Google Play reviews now
use Google+ so it's easier to see opinions
from people you care about. New reviews will
be publicly linked to your Google+ profile.
Your name on previous reviews now appears
as "A Google User". Write a review My
review Review from Reviews Awesome work
Erelive Data recovery for android is a
awesome android data recovery software it
works perfect i tested it by using my galaxy
tab 3 a/d and it worked perfectly Worked like
a dream!!! After all the troubles I've had with
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android phones (my Samsung Note died when
it was wet and I couldn't get rid of the water)
this is just what I was looking for to fix all
that data. Already got my apps and photos
back!!! Super fast, easy and efficient!
Downloaded the trial version, 30 mins later
their website had gone down, I had to use
incognito mode and now I have
What's New in the?

Erelive Data Recovery for Android is a data
recovery software, which works wonders in
assisting you get back any and all data from
your Android device. The different between
Erelive Data Recovery for Android and other
recovery apps: A data recovery tool should let
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users carry out a thorough search and
recovery of the files they lost. This software
however, comes with its own set of
limitations, among them, the inability to
recover the most recent files, certain types of
file of which can only be recovered using a
separate file recovery tool, files that are
empty or not accessible by the Android
operating system, and some types of files
which are only recoverable using a
professional file recovery tool. With Erelive
Data Recovery for Android, you get to save
time and have the assurance that you are
going to get back your most important and
sensitive data, regardless of the type of
Android device it is. This Android data
recovery software is user-friendly and easy to
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operate. This tool, however, will help users to
recover deleted data that is recoverable on
your Android device. This software works
efficiently at recovering photos and videos
that are most of the time, lost due to the
following: - Factory Reset - Master Reset Rooting Error - ROM Flashing - Locked,
Water Damage, Dead, Stolen In fact, this
Android data recovery software can recover
all of your Android data even if you have
accidentally removed the data partition from
the phone. All the deleted files can be
recovered back on your Android device even
in the case they were removed accidentally or
because of a mistake. This Android data
recovery tool allows you to quickly recover
deleted text messages, WhatsApp, Facebook,
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Gmail, Outlook, Spider, passcode, contacts,
Gallery, videos, music, and much more. If
you're running out of storage space on your
Android device, this Android data recovery
software can help you recover the files that
were deleted from your device's phone
memory. The Android data recovery
software also allows users to recover the other
files besides photos and videos, such as
documents, SMS, call logs, iTunes, Windows
Photo Viewer, Calculator, Power Point,
Excel, etc. Is Erelive Data Recovery for
Android the best Android data recovery app?
Well, this isn't for sure, Erelive Data
Recovery for Android is among the many
Android Data Recovery software applications
out there, but it is the only one that offers an
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app-based solution as
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System Requirements For Erelive Data Recovery For Android:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10
(32/64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i3 / AMD
Athlon II X3, 2.0 GHz / 3.0 GHz Memory: 4
GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 7800 or
AMD Radeon HD 3200 (for Windows 10)
DirectX: Version 9.0 or above Storage: 8 GB
available space Additional Notes: OS:
Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 (32/64Related links:
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